Experimental Study on Effects of Particle Shape and Operating Conditions on Combustion Characteristics of Single Biomass Particles
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ABSTRACT: An experimental study is performed to investigate the ignition, devolatilization, and burnout of single biomass particles of various shapes and sizes under process conditions that are similar to those in an industrial combustor. A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera is used to record the whole combustion process. For the particles with similar volume (mass), cylindrical particles are found to lose mass faster than spherical particles and the burnout time is shortened by increasing the particle aspect ratio (surface area). The conversion times of cylindrical particles with almost the same surface area/volume ratio are very close to each other. The ignition, devolatilization, and burnout times of cylindrical particles are also affected by the oxidizer temperature and oxygen concentration, in which the oxygen concentration is found to have a more pronounced effect on the conversion times at lower oxidizer temperatures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Co-firing biomass with coal in existing power plants is an attractive option to significantly increase the share of renewable energy sources in an energy system and reduce CO₂ emissions and has been successfully demonstrated in over 200 power plants globally. Nevertheless, fundamental combustion studies still must be performed to determine combustion characteristics in well-controlled conditions and finally to aid in the design and operation of the co-firing burners and boilers.

Experimental studies of biomass combustion or biomass/coal co-firing in well-defined laboratory burner reactors have been reported in the literature, which mainly focus on the overall combustion characteristics of various biomass flames or co-firing flames. For instance, the share and injection mode of biomass and design and operation of burners were found to have significant effects on flame ignition, combustion aerodynamics, and NOₓ emissions, on NOₓ emissions, on flame structure and emissions, and on flame stability.

There are also some fundamental studies with focus on reactivity and conversion of single biomass particles or biomass char. For instance, Wornat et al. experimentally studied the combustion reactivities of chars produced from the pyrolysis of woody and herbaceous biomass and found that the pine and switchgrass chars were quite reactive under conditions simulating pulverized fuel-fired boilers. Their burning rates were comparable to those of high-volatile bituminous coals at the early stages of char conversion and decreased to some extents during char conversion. Kuo and Hsi investigated the ignition of single wooden spheres heated in a hot air stream. The effects of the anisotropy of the thermal properties of the wood on its ignition time were found to be important, and different ignition modes (i.e., glowing ignition and flame ignition) were observed. Lu and Lu et al. studied the pyrolysis of large biomass particles (dₚ = 9.5 mm) in a nitrogen atmosphere at a fixed temperature and measured temperature profile and mass loss of single particles during pyrolysis. Jiménez et al. performed devolatilization and combustion experiments for pulverized biomass (≈500 μm) in an entrained flow reactor under realistic combustion conditions, and useful Arrhenius parameters for the devolatilization and combustion processes were derived. Biagini et al. experimentally characterized the reactivity and morphology of biomass chars produced under high heating rates in a drop tube reactor. Karlström et al. determined reaction orders and kinetic parameters for the oxidation of five anthracite chars and one biomass char at temperatures ranging from 1223 to 1673 K using a multivariable optimization method, in which modeled burnout profiles were fitted to experimental data from a 4 m isothermal plug flow reactor operating under 10⁴−10⁶ K/s.

All of these experimental works provide very valuable insights into the overall combustion and emissions from biomass flames or co-firing flames, as well as the fundamental conversion and reactivity of single biomass or biomass char particles. However, the body of these fundamental characteristics of biomass particle conversion and biomass co-firing flames is still severely limited. Besides the great diversities in physical and chemical properties, raw biomass particles are often fibrous and non friable and, therefore, are difficult to be pulverized to the similar size as coal particles. As an example, the sizes and shapes of pulverized biomass particles for a commercial suspension co-firing can be seen in refs 19 and 20. The milled biomass particles are highly non-spherical, with the mean length over 15 mm and the maximum length over 100 mm. Even though the more common way to prepare biomass for suspension co-firing in the latest retrofits (e.g., in Amager unit 1 in Denmark) may be to pelletize raw biomass first, then separately pulverize biomass pellets in traditional coal mills, and pneumatically transport to burners. The new process results in somewhat smaller
biomass particles than the previous process. It still produces relatively large and non-spherical particles, with the maximum size up to a couple of millimeters, which need special attention in retrofitting and optimization of the original burners for co-firing.\textsuperscript{21,22}

The objective of this experimental work is to further study the ignition, devolatilization, and burnout characteristics of small single biomass particles (3.0 mm) and to investigate the effects of the particle shape and surrounding conditions (oxidizer temperature and oxygen concentration) on the particle conversion.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

All of the experiments are conducted in a single particle combustion reactor, as shown in Figure 1. The setup is placed in the laboratory of the CHEC group at the Technical University of Denmark, which mainly consists of a reactor, a burner, a safety system, and a gas supply system. The burner is a Blue Flame Technology 94 Jet Burner. A large amount of injection nozzles (94) and the flat profile of the burner result in a good mixture of gases, a good gas flow distribution through the reactor, and a reasonably flat temperature profile in the reactor center, where the biomass particles are placed. The flow rates are controlled by five mass flow controllers (MFCs) of the type EL-FLOW, which is connected to a computer. LabView 8.6 is used to control the flow. The entire combustion process is recorded using a high-performance camera, which is an Allied Vision Technologies Stingray F-O33 and is able to take 65 images per second on average. The frame rate can be increased or decreased by changing the resolution and shutter speed. The camera is connected to a computer, and the software AVT SmartView 1.11 is used to regulate and edit the camera settings. Then, the captured images are converted to an AVI video by Matlab script.

The biomass investigated in this study is pine wood, and its ultimate and proximate analysis data are listed in Table 1. The wooden particles are shaped into two groups: (1) sphere and various cylinders, all of which have the same mass or volume, and (2) various cylinders with the same diameter but different lengths. These particles and their dimensions can be better viewed from Figure 2 and Table 2. The gas temperature and oxygen concentration inside the reactor are in the range of 1200–1600 °C and 5–20%, respectively. Under the participation of the local power industry, DONG Energy, the size range and shape of the wood particles and the heating rate and temperature levels in the reactor are selected to be very close to the realistic conditions in large pulverized wood-fired boilers.

The biomass particles can ignite very quickly. They would ignite even before reaching the reactor center, if it is directly inserted into the reactor without any insulation. Therefore, a ceramic protection tube is applied to cover the particle and allows it to reach the center before it is ignited. The tube is made of nonporous ceramic (\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3), with a thermal conductivity of 30 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\). First of all, the ceramic protection tube is horizontally inserted into the reactor. Then, the particle, which is fixed with a 0.35 mm platinum wire through a hole drilled in the particle, is inserted into the protection tube from the opposite wall. After the protection tube is quickly withdrawn, the particle is immediately exposed to the hot gas and the experiment is initiated.

Figure 3 intuitively shows how the protection tube is removed and the particle is exposed to the hot flow, which also indicates how fast the procedure is performed (\textasciitilde 0.033 s). During this procedure, the heat transfer from the tube to the particle is negligible. Figure 4 shows how the temperature of a thermocouple placed inside the protection tube changes with time if the protection tube stays inside the reactor. It is evident that the temperature rise is very small in the first couple of seconds. As a comparison, the temperature of the thermocouple after the protection tube is quickly removed is also plotted in the dashed line in the figure. From these, one can clearly see that the particle combustion test is effectively started only after the protection tube is removed.

The temperature and oxygen profiles inside the reactor are measured by inserting a suction pyrometer and a suction probe into the reactor in the desired location from the wall to the reactor center. The measurements were conducted from both the left and right sides of the reactor. Because of the burner design, gas flow containing oxygen has more space at the outer radius inside the reactor, which, together with the heat loss to the surroundings, induces colder flow in the near-sidewall zones than in the reactor center. As an example of such measurements, Figure 5 shows the radial profiles of the temperature and oxygen concentration at the desired gas temperature and oxygen concentration (1400 °C and 3 vol %, respectively) in the center of the reactor.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wooden particle combustion data are collected as video sequences in the single particle reactor at different conditions. A few tests are repeated 3–5 times to ensure the repeatability of the tests and the reliability of the results.

3.1. Determination of Ignition, Devolatilization, and Burnout Times. Three different times can be estimated from the videos: ignition time, total devolatilization time, and burnout time. The criteria for determining the ignition, devolatilization, and burnout times are based on the observation from the images captured during the whole combustion process. Initial time (\(t_0\)) always corresponds to the removal of the protection tube. It is assumed that the ignition time is when the first flame is observed from the images. After the ignition, the visible devolatilization process is started and the flame around the particle becomes obvious during this period. When the flame disappears, it is assumed that devolatilization has finished and the time is recorded as the devolatilization process time. Then, the remaining char is combusted without an obvious flame. The char burning is continued until the complete burnout. At this

Table 1. Chemical and Physical Properties of the Pine Wood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>proximate analysis (wt %, as received)</th>
<th>ultimate analysis (wt %, as received)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>moisture</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volatiles</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixed carbon</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>47.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ash</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower heating value (MJ/kg)</td>
<td>density (kg/m(^3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.98</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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moment, no remarkable particle shrinkage is observed and only ash is left in the particle. Because the char-burning process may overlap with the devolatilization process, determining the char burnout time from the images could be underestimated. Hence, in this study, the total time, from inserting the particle into the reactor to the end of the combustion process, is referred to as the burnout time.

Figure 6 illustrates via an example how the three conversion times are estimated from the images taken for a cylindrical particle, from which 0.0549, 3.0862, and 8.2262 s are determined as the ignition time, devolatilization time, and burnout time, respectively. For instance, for devolatilization, the flame vanishes just at 3.0972 s. Therefore, the previous time, 3.0862 s, is taken as the end of the devolatilization process.

3.2. Effects of Particle Shapes on Ignition, Devolatilization, and Burnout Times. When the protection tube is removed, the biomass particle will be suddenly exposed to hot air flow and undergo a series of conversion processes: heating, moisture evaporation, release and combustion of volatiles, and heterogeneous oxidation of biomass char. The temperature and mass of the particle in the various processes may be updated as follows:

$$m_p C_p \frac{dT_p}{dt} = hA_p (T_g - T_p) + \varepsilon \sigma (T_p^4 - T_R^4)$$

(1)

Table 2. Size and Shape Information of the Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shape</th>
<th>d (mm)</th>
<th>L (mm)</th>
<th>aspect ratio, L/d</th>
<th>mass (g)</th>
<th>surface area/volume, S/V (mm⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sphere</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>≈0.0125</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>10.48</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0695</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Samples of some of the tested biomass particles.

Figure 3. Removing the protection tube from the left to the right: at t = 0.000 s, the cylindrical particle is entirely covered by the tube; at t = 0.0329 s, the cylindrical particle is entirely exposed to the hot flow in the reactor.

Figure 4. Evolution of the thermocouple (or particle) temperature along with time in the protection tube and reactor.
oxidation, the particle (which is often negligible), respectively. In char present in the particle, initial particle mass, and latent heat of devolatilization, mass fraction of the volatiles that are initially

temperature, respectively. In evaporation, surface area, local gas temperature at the particle position, temperature, time, convective heat-transfer coe-

cefficient of oxygen in the bulk gas, local mass fraction of oxygen in the gas, stoichiometry of the reaction 1 kg of C(s) + S\textsubscript{0} kg of O\textsubscript{2} → (1 + S\textsubscript{0}) kg of CO\textsubscript{2} defined in terms of the mass of oxygen per mass of char, heat released by the surface reaction, fraction of the heat absorbed by the particle, and enhancement factor because of non-sphericity, respectively.\textsuperscript{19}

From eqs 1–4, one can see that, the larger the surface area/volume ratio, the faster the particle will be heated and, therefore, the faster the conversion process. Evaporation is an endo-

thermic reaction. When moisture is driven off of the particle, the large evaporation heat needed may offset to some extents the faster temperature rise. Therefore, the particle shape may be expected to have less of a remarkable effect on the ignition process than devolatilization and char oxidation or more precisely have less of a remarkable effect on the temperature rise before the moisture is completely driven off.

Figure 7 compares the conversion characteristics of the five biomass particles that have the same volume (or mass): one spherical particle and four cylindrical particles (aspect ratios of 2, 4, 6, and 8). All of the three main processes (ignition, devolatilization, and burnout) are affected by the particle shape but with different intensities. As shown in Table 2, for the particles having the same volume, the spherical particles have the smallest surface area/volume ratio. The surface area/volume ratio will increase with the aspect ratio for cylindrical particles. Therefore, the particles with a larger aspect ratio will be heated by the external convection and radiation faster, resulting in a faster conversion rate. For ignition, the experimental observation shows a similar trend but not as remarkable as the effects on devolatilization and burnout. The ignition time is reduced from 0.1 s for the spherical particle to 0.04 s for the cylindrical particle with the largest aspect ratio. All of the experimental observations are very well in line with the theoretical expectations, as pointed out above.

Because the ignition time for all particles is very short and the devolatilization time varies in a relatively small interval compared to the burnout time, it can be concluded that the heterogeneous reactions on the particle surface (char burning) are affected by the particle shape (surface area) much more than the other processes (ignition and devolatilization). Combustion tests of spherical and cylindrical particles with aspect ratios of 2 and 6 are repeated 3–5 times, and the results (as shown in Figure 7) exhibit good repeatability.

Figure 8 compares the devolatilization and burnout times of the four biomass particles that have the same diameter (3 mm)
but different lengths (or volumes): one spherical particle and three cylindrical particles (with lengths of 6, 12, and 18 mm). As seen in Table 2, the surface area/volume ratios of the three cylindrical particles are nearly the same (all about 1.5) and the surface area/volume of the sphere is slightly high (about 2.0). Therefore, the spherical particle is expected to have a slightly faster conversion than the cylindrical particles, while the three cylindrical particles would have very similar conversion rates. The experimental results shown in Figure 8 well confirm these trends.

3.3. Effects of Surrounding Conditions on Ignition, Devolatilization, and Burnout Times. The conversion characteristics of the cylindrical particle ($d = 1.65$ mm, $L = 6.60$ mm, and aspect ratio of 4) under different surrounding conditions are investigated. The temperatures vary from 1200 to 1600 °C, and oxygen concentrations are in the range of 5–20%. Figure 9 illustrate the effects of the oxidizer temperature and oxygen concentration on the particle devolatilization time.

Here, it has to be restated that, in this study, the devolatilization time is defined as the time interval from inserting the particle to the reactor to the moment that all of the volatiles are combusted in this study. Increasing the oxygen concentration will speed up homogeneous combustion of the released volatiles and, in turn, intensify the local heat release. Therefore, higher oxygen concentrations are expected to remarkably shorten the devolatilization time.
For heterogeneous oxidation of biomass char, different modes or zones exist. In general, the net combustion rate can be estimated as

$$n_C = \frac{Y_{O_{2},\infty}}{R_{\text{diff}} + R_{\text{kin}}}$$

(5)

where $Y_{O_{2},\infty}$, $R_{\text{diff}}$, and $R_{\text{kin}}$ represent the mass fraction of oxygen in the bulk gas flow around the particle, external diffusion resistance, and internal kinetic resistance, respectively. For a large particle size and high particle temperature, the diffusion resistance will be the limited factor, while for a small particle size and low particle temperature, the kinetic resistance will dominate. Assuming that the particle and local gas are at thermal equilibrium conditions (i.e., $T_p \approx T_g$) and no oxygen is available at the particle surface ($Y_{O_{2},\infty} = 0$), the diffusion resistance can be derived from eq 5 as follows:

$$R_{\text{diff}} = \frac{S_b}{4\pi r_p D_{\text{char}}'\rho}$$

(6)

The chemical kinetic resistance can be evaluated from

$$R_{\text{kin}} = \frac{S_b R_u T_p}{4\pi^2 \rho g x f \gamma^2 \ln(1+\frac{1}{5})^2 \rho P}$$

(7)

Here, an equivolume sphere with a radius of $r_p$ is used to represent the cylindrical particle in this estimation. The temperature-dependent mass diffusivity is $D_{\text{char}}' = 1.6 \times 10^{-5}$ $(T_p/393)^{1.5}$. The local fluid density, $\rho_b$, is evaluated by the ideal gas law, from the local gas temperature $T_g$ and pressure $P$ ($=101325$ Pa). For a char particle burning in air under the typical temperature range as met in commercial boilers and furnaces, the main reaction is widely believed to be partial oxidation of char into $CO$, as shown in eq 8.

$$1 \text{ kg of C} + S_b \text{ kg of O}_2 \rightarrow (S_b + 1) \text{ kg of CO}$$

(8)

Therefore, $S_b = 1.332$ is used in both eqs 6 and 7. To reliably interpret the burnout in this study, the kinetic data of char from the same wood produced under the same thermal conditions in a similar reactor are used to calculate the kinetic rate $k$ in eq 7.

Dall’Ora et al. investigated the reactivity of the chars from pine, produced by fast pyrolysis (heating rate of $10^4$ K/s), in an entrained flow reactor in the temperature range of 873–1573 K. The oxidation kinetics of the chars was derived from experimental mass loss data according to a volumetric reaction model assuming a single first-order reaction based on the instantaneous char weight

$$k = -\frac{1}{m} \frac{dm}{dt} = Ae^{-E_a/R_u T}$$

(9)

To compare the reactivity of different chars, a common activation energy $E_a$ was used for all of the chars ($E_a = 166$ kJ/mol, or $E_a/R_u = 20000$ K) and the pre-exponential factor $A$ was the only parameter to be derived. Char reactivity was found to decrease as the pyrolysis temperature increased, because of the well-known “thermal deactivation” phenomenon. At higher temperatures, the carbon matrix in char attains a more ordered, graphite-like structure and, therefore, loses active sites. For instance, the reactivity of the chars from pine produced by fast pyrolysis decreased by 2 orders of magnitude when the pyrolysis temperature was raised from 1273 to 1573 K; i.e.,

$$A \approx 1.1 \times 10^{10} \text{ and } 1.1 \times 10^8 \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ for the two temperatures, respectively.}$$

Here, the pre-exponential factor and activation energy ($A \approx 1.1 \times 10^8 \text{ s}^{-1}$, and $E_a/R_u = 20000$ K) are employed in the calculation of the kinetic rate of char oxidation in this study (temperature in range of 1473–1873 K), which is then used to evaluate the chemical kinetic resistance $R_{\text{kin}}$. The relative strength of the chemical kinetic resistance to the diffusion resistance for the pine char oxidation under the conditions in this experimental study is plotted in Figure 10. The two resistances are found to be at the same order at 1473 K, while the chemical resistance can be neglected when the temperature is raised to 1873 K, both of which are dotted in Figure 10.

Increasing the oxygen concentration in the bulk flow will always remarkably speed up the char oxidation process, as expected from eq 4, which is also observed from the experimental results in Figure 11. At comparatively low temperatures (e.g., $T = 1473 \text{ K}$ or 1200 °C, in Figure 11), the kinetic resistance $R_{\text{kin}}$ also plays an important role, as indicated in Figure 10. Under this temperature, an increase in the oxygen concentration may have double effects. First, it will intensify the char oxidation, as it always does. Second, the

![Figure 10](image-url) Relative strength of chemical kinetic resistance to diffusion resistance during oxidation of the char particle from pine wood produced by fast pyrolysis (equi-volume sphere diameter of 3 mm).

![Figure 11](image-url) Effects of process conditions on burnout of a cylindrical particle ($d = 1.65 \text{ mm}, L = 6.60 \text{ mm}$, and aspect ratio of 4).
enhanced char oxidation (as well as the enhanced volatile combustion) will, in turn, intensify the heat release around the particle and remarkably increase the particle temperature to higher levels, so that the kinetic resistance $R_{\text{kin}}$ becomes negligible. Therefore, the effect of the increase in the oxygen concentration is expected to be more pronounced at low temperatures than at high temperatures. In the latter, the kinetic resistance $R_{\text{kin}}$ is always negligible. Such an expectation is also very well reproduced from this experimental study.

Such an effect of oxygen concentrations on char burnout at different temperatures may be directly reflected from the effective reaction rate of solid carbon oxidation, without explicitly distinguishing various combustion modes or zones. The carbon oxidation rate in the reaction shown in eq 10, $R_c$, is most commonly represented as an arbitrary (nth) power of the oxygen molar fraction, $x_{O_2}$:

$$R_c = k x_{O_2}^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The effective reaction “order” increases from zero at low temperatures (below 500 °C) to unity at high temperatures (above 2000 °C). The effective reaction “order” is about 0.5 and 0.7 at temperatures of 1200 and 1600 °C, respectively.\(^{25}\) Therefore, one can expect a slightly more pronounced effect of the oxygen concentration on the burnout times at 1200 °C than at 1600 °C, when the oxygen concentration increases from 5 to 20%.

4. CONCLUSION

The experimental observations and data obtained at very high temperatures not only shed light on the in-depth understanding of single biomass conversion under similar process conditions as in large pulverized wood-fired boilers but also provide valuable inputs for modeling and simulation validation. Some specific conclusions can be drawn as follows.

Among various biomass particles with similar volume (or mass), spherical particles have the longest conversion time because of the fact that they have the lowest surface area/volume ratio. Highly non-spherical particles favor a fast and complete conversion, provided sufficient residence times.

From a practical point of view, biomass particles prepared for co-firing in power plants are more likely to have a similar diameter (rather than similar mass) and different lengths. For such particles, spherical particles have the highest surface area/volume ratio and favor a fast and complete burnout. For cylindrical particles of different lengths, their conversion characteristics are more or less similar because of the similar surface area/volume ratio.

An increase in the gas temperature and oxygen concentration favors all of the sub-processes during biomass combustion, among which the effect of the oxygen concentration on char oxidation is more pronounced at comparatively low temperatures than at high temperatures.
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